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Sex, expression
and the Student
Union

STUDENTS IN DEBT

Registration
comes eariy

Credit card companiescan tempt people into spending beyond theri means

faDM

BGSU professor speaks
out about obscenity,
sex and the First

By Alain* Buzas

Amendment | Page J

Reporter

New scholarship

PHOTO rHOMSXCHU

gives aid to BG
students

V,

The newly founded
Stuart R Givens
Fellowship offers
help | Page 3

\

U.S. military
frustrated with
Iraqi soldiers
Americans say they
aren't receiving prom-

Community Credit Onion.
Freshmen are targeted because these
credit card companies need the money
and the students need the mOM) in
return. I .inch said. Thej ate leaving home
for the first time and fed gtxxl with a card

ised help to perform
operations | Page 8
By Megan Yodzis
Reporter

Softball names
Salsburg new
head coach
She comes to BG
following her role as
asssistant coach at
Kent State | Page 6

Women's soccer
scores big in
conference play
The Falcons started
MAC play 2-0 after
strong games over the

In their hands,

Some college students are in debt ova
their heads, before they can legally purchase alcohol, all thanks to credit cards.
Credit card companies have a reputation for targeting college freshmen into
buying a credit card due to their vulnerability.
Some companies haw a deal — if you
sign on the dotted line you get afree T-shirt
or some oilier item. I lovvever. most students don't realize they could be signing
up for bad credit scores and large amounts
of debt if they aren't responsible with their
cards.
"l:\eryone likes to have a card in their
pocket to pull out in times of need," said
Julie l.incli. vice president of the Toledo

"1 think [credit card companies] target college freshmen because they think
we are young, dumb and want to spend
money,'' said freshman, l-li l-ellcrs.
This is a big issue and it's a situation
ih,II everyone should read about, according to Linch. It can ruin students' chances
of getting a house and future credit.
There are many reasons why college
students have become major largcls lor
credit card companies, according to the
article, "Ihe Effectivenessol < [edit Card
Regulation for Vulnerable Consumers,''

written by Karin Braunsberger, Laurie
Lucas and Dave Roach in the publication,

journal ol Sen ices Marketing.

One reason is t he college market alone
has been estimated atSOO billion. Another
factor is 75 percent of college students are
known to keep their first credit card for
up to If) years.
College freshmen are especially vulnerable because they have little to no
knowledge about consumer credit, I inch
said.
"We are working with other local credit
unionsasan approach to help high school
juniors and seniors to understand credit
debt lo make sure they know when the)
go off to college and are on their own,"
Linch said
Students must leant to use their cards
responsibly if they do sign with a company, said Dr. Michael Slates, instructor
In the Department of Finance at BGSU,
They should charge only when necessary
and pay it off in its entirety each month.
It's also important to determine what
kind of credit card user you are going to
he. si,nes said. "(Students] waul lo look
for a credit card with low lees and some

sort of benefits, like airline miles."
Linch also warned against owning
more than two credit cards.
If someone gets into debt, the) must
change their lifestyle lo pay the credit oil
because bad credit « ill stay on the record
books for seven \ ears. Slates said.
"Students must read the line print
about rates going up if they make ,i late
payment because they might think it's
OK to skip a month and then before the)
know It, their rates have gone up significantly," Linch said.

weekend | Page 6
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Civil Rights play makes its way to the Union
By Nate Robson
Reporter

Give yourself
some credit
But making un-wise
financial decisions will
lead to the opposite.
Using plastic can help
build credit, or leave
it in ruin | Page 4

The audience quiets down as
the lights dim in the Student
Union theater. The speakers crackle as the old, grainy,
black and white images of
Fannie lou Hamer bring the
screen to life.
She sings "This Little Light
of Mine" as images of Hamer's
family and plantation workers
lending cotton fields splash
across the screen.
As the lights come back on,
a woman wearing a blue and
purple dress rises from her
seat and begins to sing "Glory

C.lory Hallelujah." Slowly she
begins to walk to the front
of the theater, grasping the
hands of those she passes on
her way down.
When she arrivesat the front
of the theater she says, \lv
name is Fannie Lou Hamer.
I was born in the delta. I laid
out my heart in cotton fields
where my skin blistered and
cooked because the sun knew
no mercy."
mZuri plays Hamer in this
one-woman show, titled "A
Rugged Road to Freedom: I'm
Sick and Tired of being Sick
and Tired." Hamer, a civil
rights activists in the lHGOs,

led the fight for the right to
vote for African-Americans,
a light which would take her
to Atlanta in 1964 to address
the Democratic National
Convention.
mZuri is following her
dream of being an actress as
she sits in her chair reenacting
(he beating that Hamer suffered on her way to Atlanta.
"We are going to make you
wish VOU Were dead," the
police told Hamer back then.
"And they beat me, and they
beat me. I asked (.nil in lake
my life! Take my life lord! lake
my life," screamed mZuri.
looking to the ceiling, grasp-

ing at the air.
I he play which involves a
documentary about the 2000
presidential elections, and a
short clip from actor Damn
Clover, is meant to inspire
college students to register to
vote. Members of the College
Democrats, Lauren Dworsky
and Mark Ingles, were outside
the theater last night, ready
to help any one who wanted
lo register to vote. By the end
of the night, live people had
registered while six more had
filled out absentee ballots.
While some people were

On March 24, an estimated 500
students will till the Rec Center,
accompanied by another 500 students In cheer ihein on as they
dance
and dance, and dance
and dance.
I he annual L' hour Dance
Marathon has a goal of attracting
at least 1,(100 students this year,
according to this year's morale

captain, Angela Schroeder,
"It's a big goal lor us," Schroeder
said

In order to encourage students to
participate In this year's Marathon,
requirements for dancers and
moralers have been changed.
"We met ai a retreat, and
thought it would he best if we
tried to increase the number of
panic IpgntS this year," said senior
lack Pence, a dance group representative chair tot die Marathon's
Steering Committee,
Participants in the annual fundraising event are required to raise
money lo he donated to \1ITIA
Children's Hospital. I ast year,
dancers were required lo raise
S3S2 and moralers, $252 I hisyear,
the price ol participation has been
lowered to $275 foi dam ers and
$200 for moralers
Were trying to make ii easier
lor siudentstogei involved," Pence

said.
The next meeting lor students
Interested in gelling involved in
Dance Marathon will he held Oct
I in the Union Ballroom.
I he Steering Committee lias
altered the registration require
ments. Dancers and moralers
must have their paperwork and a
in percent down-payment turned
in by Oct. 27.
According to it-. Web site, the
mission ol I he Steering Coin mil lee
is to raise money <iud awareness
for children treated In children's
hospitals, as well ,is in encourage
community involvement In students.
Last year. Dante Marathon
raised $155,779.23 lor Mercy
Children's Hospital in loledci I he
proceeds from the marathon e.<>
toward research, equipment and
treatment, and will benefit children with terminal illness, birth
defects, severe disease and severe

trauma.
Ion Meyer, a dance group rep
resentative for Alpha Sigma Phi,
said Dance Marathon benefitsstuDANCE

See PLAY | Page 2
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Have faith in
politics
Seperating church
and state doesn't
make sense, since
both are working
toward a common

USG urges students to vote
By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

] Tom Bethany
USG senator-

goal | Page 4

When did you get
your first credit card?

KENDRA JACKSON
Sophomore. Biology

"I got mine at 18
when my mom said
I had to build up my
credit." | Page 4
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TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 72. Low: 52

MfTOMORROW
Scattered T-storms
High: 75. Low: 51

k

With the November election coming up. members of
Undergraduate Student Senate
are doing everything they can
to get BGSU students to register
in Wood County.
At last night's USG meeting, senators discussed their
involvement in the campaign
for voter registrat ion.
Bernard Little. USG president, said this year's election is
especially important to BGSU
students.
"This is a big year," he said.
"This is a budget year and that's
very important to us."
The budget, which will
include funding for higher
education, will be impacted by
Ohio's Governor election.
Tom Bethany, at-large senator, is heading up the USG effort.
I le hopes every student will take
this issue seriously.
"The governor race is so
important to funding for higher
education; it's critical for people
to vote," he said.
Bethany understands that
some students may want to
remain registered in their home
towns, but he said registering in
Wood County is crucial for most

at-large. He is
heading up the

*

voting effort

BGSU students.
"Unless there's an important
issue luck home, I encourage all
students to make an impact in
the community they'll live in for
the next four years," he said.
Johnniel.cwis.intcmal affairs
chair, said it's important for students to vote on issues no matter where they are registered.
"there's always something
on the ballot that will impact
anyone and everyone," he said
Another issue on the ballot
that could impact students was
discussed by senior Matt Clark,
during USGs open forum.
Voters will decide if land
located across from Meijer will
remain zoned as agricultural,
or be re-zoned as multi-family
residential.
Clark said if the land is
rezoned, a gated luxury apartment complex will be constructed on the land.
See VOTE | Page 2

Windmills lessen BG's impact on nature
By Dana Freeman
Reporter
The wind turbines west of
Bowling Green on Route 6 are
a constant source of wonder
among students.
I lowever, without these massive sources of electricity, the
city's negative impact on the
environment would be much
greater.
Kevin M. Maynard, the director of utilities for the city of
Bowling Green, explains that
the wind turbines have a positive impact on the surrounding
environment.
The wind turbines have zero
emissions, such as gases, that
may be harmful.
"|The wind turbinesl are a
constant, predictable source of
clean energy," said Dr. Donald
Scherer, environmental ethicist and professor emeritus of
applied philosophy.
Also, the wind turbines don't
take up much room because
they are about 15 feet at the
base. An average coal fire plant
takes up somewhere between
1,000 and 1,500 kilometers.
Bowling Green's wind turbines were built by Vestas, a
Danish wind power company.
Vestas is the world's largest

manufacturer of wind turbines
and has construe led about halt
of allot'the world's wind powei
structures.
Electricity rates did not need
to be adjusted in order to fund
this project.
The wind turbines are also
not supported by taxation at all,
To pay for the wind turbines, i be
Department of Public Utilities
borrowed money that will be
paid off over the next 15 yc.u s,
Once a wind turbine is paid
oil, ii costs less than a penny per
kilowatt to maintain it.
"No other electricity is produced that cheaply in the United
States today," Scherer said.
The energy produced by
the wind turbines is divided
amongst 10 municipal utilities
in Ohio. Bowling Green owns
about 57 percent of the electricity, which is about 4,100 out of
every 7,200 kilowatts produced.
"As far as Bowling Green's
power supply, t hey only Contribute about 1.5 percent," Maynard

said.
The energy produced by the
wind turbines is considered
"green power" or renewable
energy.
According to Dr. Holly Myers,
an environmental studies professor, it is impossible to know

WINDY CITY
provide
errvirrjnrnentalMriendty power lo the city
■

■ Have a diameter ol '5 feet at the base
as compared tc the 1.000 to 1.500
Mmoteis taker) up by coal fire plants
■ Stand 2S6 leet high at the top of the
lower with Wade lengths o' 154 feet,
reaching to a total height of J91 feel
■ Sit 52 feet under the ground for
support
■ Provide about 15 percent of the city s
power supply
■ Rotate blades at a speed o*16 8 rotations per minute
■ Begin energy production at wind
speeds of 9 mph
■ Reach peak energy production at wind
speeds of 12 mph
■ Slow down at S5 mph
■ Tolerate wind speeds up to ISO mph
■ Weigh 22.000 pounds per blade
■ Not increase ta«es for Bowling Green
citizens by using a program of borrowing money instead of raising taxes

■ Be paid for in the ne«t IS years

whether the energy you are
using is "green
However, some people living
near the turbines can purchase
green electricity for about 5 percent more than other forms of
electricity. The extra money is
used to invest in green power.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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PLAY

POLICE
BLOTTER
SATURDAY
2:54 a.m.
■

influenced to vote, others
were simply touched by the
disturbing images of the
lynchings.
"It's hard to put it into
words. I thought it was informative, something I wish
more people came out to,"
-,i\ s senior Alfreds Scott. But
the images of the contorted,
lifeless bodies spilling across
I lie sci ecu while mZuri sang

:

■

12:13 p.m.

■

SUNDAY
9:2710:58 am

"Bleeding Tree* was the most
memorable and disturbing
part nl the play for Scott as
well as other members of the
audience.
lynchings were by no
means the only aspect of racism in the south that mZuri
touched on, She also discussed ethnic mixing asking,
"How come the white man
said he didn't like race mixing
yet there are so many lightskinned African Americans?
A whole lot of late-night
immigration was going on,

■

■

■

11:57 a.m.

■

Ml p.m.
I

5:42 p.m.

4:06 p.m.
■

4:41 p.m.
■

■

.

■

■

■

■

4:47 p.m.
■

■ turned.
7:07 p.m.
■

■

■

:

■

8:10 p.m.

FIRE RUNS
2:24 p.m.
■

Teenagers may be banned from tanning beds

From Paqe 1

1

■

■

MONDAY
1:05 a.m.
I

HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) —A proposed ban on teenagers using
commercial tanning beds has
angered business owners and
some parents.
More than 250 residents
have signed a petition against
the proposal, which was introduced last week by a city councilman at the urging of a group
of physicians.
The physicians, including
dermatologistsand radiologists,
argue that excessive exposure
to ultraviolet radiation causes
skin cancer, especially when
people are exposed at an early
age. They say the use of tanning
beds by minors should be regulated just as the government

are supervised here.-'
Debbie Combs, the mother
of a 17-year-old high school si ii
dent said she intends to sign
the petition against the proposed law.
"I'm not for someone using
(tanning beds) on an ongoing
daily basis, but I can understand
when they're going to a special
event and they would like to have
a little color," Combs said.
Mayor Don Ryan said he
expects a lot of heated discussions.
"This is going to be a really
tough one for the Council and

"All this is going to do is drive kids to other
communities or into homes where they are
not supervised. They are supervised here."
Beth Young | Owner, Beach Bound
regulates tobacco and alcohol
use.
City Council could vote on
the proposed ordinance Oct.
25. The California legislature,
citinga rise in skin cancer cases
across the nation, passed a
law in 2004 that bans children
under age 14 from using tanning booths without a doctor's
prescription.

Tanning salon owners in

1 lamilton, about 25 miles north
of Cincinnati, said there's no
need to change existing state
and city law, which allows
minors to use a tanning facility with written consent from
a parent.
"All this is going to do is drive
kids to other communities or
into homes where they are not
supervised," said Beth Young,
owner of Beach Bound. "They

the city to determine what is
the right course of action," Ryan
said

VOTE

Japanese leader wants a larger military role

From Page I
By Hiroko Tabuchi

Shinzo

Mr. Strom Thurmond! God

The Associated Press

Abe

made only one race and that
is the human race!"
m/uri also talked about
current hoi topic issues, urging students to voice their
opinions on abortion or to
educate themselves about
poverty or AIDS saying,
" Hoday it's |usl women of
color with AIDS but tomorrow It's you."
sheila Brown, associate dine lor for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, said
the plaj was a result of three
months of work to get mZuri
to come to the University,
The play is part of a scries
of monthly speakers that
will be taking place at the
University. I inure speakers
include Robert Hluffington
on Oct. 12 and Vince Davis
on Nov. 2.
After last night's play,
mZuri urged her audience
to follow their hearts and do
what they wish with their
lives.
"I was going to be a nurse,
but that was some one else's
dream," mZuri said. "I count
my blessings. To do what you
love to do and he an educator
is very awesome.'

TOKYO—The entire Japanese
Cabinet resigned early today
ahead of a vote in parliament
expected to elect nationalist
Shinzo Abe as the new prime
minister with a promise to
create a more assertive nation
and give its military a larger
international role.
But the surge in Japan's
assertivencss coincides with
the spectacular rise of China's
clout in the region — risking
ever greater competition over
resources, political influence
and military stature in an
already unstable region.
Beijing reacted testily to
Abe's landslide victory in last
week's ruling party elections,
issuing a terse statement urging the new leader to improve
frayed bilateral relations.
Despite that, it's still not
clear what effect Abe's rise
will have. His nationalist credentials could give him room
domestically to reach out to
China by shielding him from
charges of weakness from
lapan's increasingly vocal

Expected to be

right
He's hinted at that already,
publicly acknowledging the

Japan's next prime
minister

need to strengthen ties with
China. A top Abe aide on
Sunday said setting up a meeting with Chinese leader Hu
Imi.io was high on the new
leader's agenda.
Still, elements of Abe's program could complicate the
road to Iwlter relations.
Though soft-spoken, Abehas some bold goals: be promises to raise lapan's international stature and revise the
country's pacifist constitution
to give the military a more
prominent role.
He has also pledged to bring
morepatriotismtoschools.and
boost lapan's military alliance
with the United States — both
sore points with the Chinese,
who feel that lapanese textbooks gloss over lapan's wartime atrocities, and that the
U.S.-Iapan alliance is aimed at
containing Beijing.
Those stands have raised
concerns in (he region.
"Abe's rhetoric is very dangerous, given China's growing

clout in the region," said Hiro
Katsumata, a research fellow
at the Institute of Defense
and Strategic Studies In
Singapore,
"It could prompt China to
become coercive, and take a
more hard-line approach,"
Katsumata said.
Today's
China won't back down."
The origins of that standoff
predate Abe. Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi has ahead)
raised lapan's military visibility by dispatching troops to
assist U.S.-led reconstruction
efforts in Iraq and sending
ships to the Indian Ocean lo
provide fuel for coalition forces in Afghanistan.
Koizumi also insisted on
paying his respects at Tokyo's
Yasukuni war shrine, which
hasstronglinks to lapan's right
wing, enraging China and
others who say lapanese leaders have not fully atoned for
the country's wartime aggression. Summit-level meetings
between the two countries
have been suspended for over
a year.
Abe has visited the shrine
on many occasions, but has
shrewdly kept mum on whether he will visit as prime min-

He said the complex has the
potential of bringing in commercial buildings, such as restaurants, to the area.

"I believe that the commercial
development that will go along
with this development is a definite plus lor the dry Of Bowling

Green," dark said
Clark urged students and USG
senators to vote lor this issue.
Commercial development he
said, would create jobs for students,
Clark said the apartment complex would also benefit living
cundilionsas a win ilc for students

living off-campus.
"It's going to increase competition among landlords," he said.
Hence Bailey, chief oistaff, said
she is against the issue.
"it takes awaj bom the community," she said
Bailey thinks apartments so far
away would make students feel
less involved at BGSU.
"I live far away from campus
and I'm regretting it," she said.
Registration cards are available through the USG office in
the Union until Oct. 10. Students
can also register following
Wednesday s State of the Student
Body Address in the Union Grand
Ballroom at 5:30 pm.

See LEADER; Page 5
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GET A LIFE

University
ousts early
acceptance
policy
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CALENDAR Of [VENTS

Chiliano's Grand
Opening
Chily's Express

By Krister, Gclincau
The Associated Press

Council President's
Dinner
Founders

RICHMOND, Va, — The
University
of
Virginia
announced yesterday that il
will drop its early decision
admissions procesSi becoming the third prominent university this month io cancel
such a program.
The change will apply to
those entering the unlversrt)
in the fall ol 2008, and was
made to level the playing Held

How to Work A Job Fair

500 Saddlemire

for tow-Income students, who
rarely apply I'orearK decision,
MAWNDAHESS
SEXTALK: Leigh Ann Wheeler discusses the origins of "Sexual Expression" at the Union yesterday

Professor discusses sex, law and politics
By Jessica Spies
Reporter

Separating the First Amendment
and sexual expression can be
as difficult as separating homework from school. Or that's at
least what I.eigh Ann Wheeler,
associate professor of History
and American Culture Studies at
BGSU seems to believe.
During her discussion, 'The
Origins of Sexual Expression"'
she said, "It's possible to talk
about the issue of pornography
without talkingabout censorship.
ITodayl, there'san inability to talk
about these issues without bringing in the First Amendment."
Wheeler said there's an inevitable shutdown of conversation
when discussing sexual expression, a term which she said can
include any or all information
inclusive to sexuality.
Freedom of speech and accusations of censorship are used to
close down discussion, she said.
"We don't think of our actions
in terms of what is legal and what's

"We don't think of our actions in terms of
what is legal and what's not... so why do we
think of sexual expression in legal terms?"
Leigh Ann Wheelei

not," Wheeler said. There's tier)
few things we think about in legal
terms, so why do we think ol sex
ual expression in legal terms?"
The discussion included her
work on the American Civil
Liberties Union and the Hrsl
Amendment from 1920-32. The
AC1.II is a group that formed In
the 1920s and still exists today.
In the 1920s ami 1930s, the group
strove to protect those under the
First Amendment, especially in
the realm of sexual expression.
Because of the ACI.U's Intention, the group has challenged
women's anti-obscenity efforts,
Wheeler said.
The group has been tied with
sexual expression most likely
because of its members, according to Wheeler. Its creators, Roger

Baldwin and Crystal Eastman led
unconventionalsexlivesthai may
have led them to warn to protect
sexual expression, she said,
\<iii experienced challenges
in the 1920s with censorship of
sexual expression. Wheeler said,
The government would censoi
homosexual plays but did nothing about burlesque shows, I he
government wasntcensoringsex.
It was trying to censor thought
Scott Martin, chair of the
History Department said he
now understands what sexual
expression means alter learning
the history (il the ACLU, "even
though sexual expression is an
inherendyhizz] term."
Vicki Palraka, director of the
Institute for the Study of Culture
,IIHI Society said thai Wheeler

more clearly deli tied sexual
expression by including free
speech, political ictivm and
birth control.

"I was interested in the way
thai she included theater and
censorship," I'aliaka said. "I hat
they would censor some things
in movies but not others '
Hob liuffingtnn, professor of
Latin American History, wondered if sexual expression was
completely polit ical or if it's clas-

sified as an artistic expression,
"With sexual expression in
modern society, the link between
political and artistic expression
gels messed up," he said. "We
have become a pornographic
society in that we don't censor
most sexual expression."
Because of the controversial subject matter, Wheeler
said she has often been misinterpreted and has little chance
Ki discuss her material openly.
When thanked lor contributing
her ideas to the forum, Wheeler
said, "thank you for giving me

the space."

New scholarship formed in honor of faculty member
By Christie Kerner
Reporter

Waking up each morning to the
sounds of the Amazon, or the
sights of another distant land is
possible for all undergraduates at
the University.
Not only is this now possible
without regard to your major hut
the opportunity is the "experience
of a lifetime," said Simon-Morgan
Russell, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Applications are now being
accepted for the newly founded
(livens Fellowship, funded by
Chris Dalton, senior vice president
of Finance and Administration,
and his wife Ellen, budget coordinator of College of Musical Arts.
The Stuart R. Givens Fellowship
is named in honor of Dr. Stuart
R Givens, who was a member of

BGSU's faculty for 45 years and
died in 2004.
"It's a view of education In a
way that Givens saw it. not just
in the classroom," said Dean of
lite College of Arts and Selena's,
Donald Nieman.
A proposal of what the student
would like to achieve and where
they would like to go, will be the
determining factors in deciding
the two recipients
An essay will be required in
explaining the student's plans.
Nieman will provide winning
recipients with its much as $6,000.
"lliis fellowship is in recognition of Dr. Givens, and is something he would have supported,"
Dalton said.
Givens Ix.'gan as cixmlinatnr of
student activities before he was
later named the full professor of
the history department. He also

served on the Faculty Senate, was
director of the Canadian Studies
lYogram and the center for Great
Lakes Research Additionally, he
was a University historian.
I le also established a chapter
Of Phi Mela Kappa on the BGSU
campus In the year 1980, and
served as president.
The Dallons received the idea
for this fellowship from Dr. Robert
Ulan, a professor al ihe University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
The Burch fellows Program
Offered exactly what the
Dallons were looking for and
soon the Givens Fellowship
was established.
In its inaugural year, the scholarship has high hopes for success,
wishing to change the lives of students as we know ft
To qualify lor this opportunity,
the applicant must lie a full-time

undergraduate student in gixrd
academic standing and have at
least two semesters at BGSU completed. 'I here is no GI'A requirement for this scholarship.
Applications can l>c found at
www.bgsii.edu/givcnsfellowship
and are being accepted until tile
end of the semester,
A panel of various faculty members fiom many different areas of
the campus will then decide what
two undergraduates will receive
the fellowship
Winning recipients will lx'asked
to return for at least two semesters
Wore graduating and to tell of
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Once in a Blue Moon

their respective versions ol
early admissions.
Harvard used nonhindtng t ills K iiciii which Still
allowed prospective sin
dents lo apply elsewhere In
the spring.
Princeton was among
the colleges thai have used
binding "early decision,"
which requires applicants 10
attend if accepted.
Virginia has had an
early decision program
since the 1960s. Each year,
early decision applicants
make up about :i(l pen cut
of the dass entering the
Charloltesville school.
Critics of early admissions contend the pro
grains undermine campus
diversity because poor and
minority students are less
likely ID use them.
They also say the programs add pressure on
high school seniors to pick
a first-choice college before
they're ready.
Bui supporters sa\ the
programs reduce anxiety
by giving applicants a way
to finish the process early
in the year
The
University
ol
Delaware also dropped
early decision this year,
and the University ol North
Carolina at Chapel Hill did
the same in 2002, although
it maintained a nonhinding
early action program.
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announced they would end

tin-ii experiencesatadinner.
Russell, known as the goto guy for winning recipients,
reluctantly said, "I'm just waiting for that phone call at 3 in the
morning when someone has
lost their passport."

Fall 2006 Film Directors
Series: Jim Jarmusch

said lohii l Casteen III. Ihe
school president.
Early admissions pro
grams, which are common
at many of the nation's universities, give high school
seniors who applj in the
fall a decision by midDecember — before regular admissions application
dead lines.
In recent weeks. Harvard
and then Princeton — both
private universities
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POLICE
BLOTTER

PLAY

SUNDAY
9:27-10:58 a.m.
Two civil infractions and tv.
ings given for litter.
11:37 UK.
Two I:
■

vice on Pearl Si
1:48 p.m.
A male and female on Second
Street were warned for disorderly
conduct after neighbors reported
if argument
3:42 p.m.
I
■

head4:04 p.m.
North Grove Street re

...

4:41 p.m.

Teenagers may be banned from tanning beds

From Page 1

SATURDAY
2:34 ML
Jonathon Ross, of Toledo .
. t underage under the influence
12:13 p.m.
Two subjects were i;
ing in Doyt
Perry St.idium. They were told to
stay off campus or they would be

:
lorlh Grove
■

id had just
been kicked out of the apartment

■ e m.

6:47 p.m.
dropped out of subject's pocket.
.; i and never returned
7:07 p.m.
: ast Merry Street
reported receiving ha I
8:10 p.m.
A Discover card was stolen from
corni i
the
Union I
FIRE RUNS
2:24 p.m.
■

mg off the wall on the first floor of
Rodger■; Quadrangle, This caused
the alarm to sound. The detector
■ «ed.
MONDAY
1:03 a.m.
Vehicle hit deer at Gypsy I
and Ri;

influenced to vole, others
were simply touched by the
disturbing images of the
lynchings.
"It's hard to put it into
words. I thought it was informative, something I wish
more people came out to,"
says senior Alfreda Scott. But
the images of the contorted,
lifeless bodies spilling across
the screen while mZuri sang
"BleedingTree" was the most
memorable and disturbing
part of the play for Scott as
well as other members of the
audience.
Lynchings were by no
means the only aspect of racism in the south that mZuri
touched on. She also discussed ethnic mixing asking,
"How come the white man
said hedidn't like race mixing
yet there are so many lighlskinned African Americans?
A whole lot of late-night
immigration was going on,
Mr. Strom Thurmond! God
made only one race and that
is the human race!"
m/uri also talked about
current hot topic issues, urging students to voice their
opinions on abortion or to
educate themselves about
poverty or AIDS saying,
Today it's just women of
color with AIDS but tomorrow it's you."
Sheila Brown, associate director for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, said
the play was a result of three
months of work to get mZuri
to come to the University.
The play is part of a series
of monthly speakers that
will be taking place at the
University. Future speakers
include Robert Bluffington
on Oct. 12 and Vince Davis
on Nov. 2.
After last night's play,
rn/.uri urged her audience
to follow their hearts and do
what they wish with their

lives.
"I was going to be a nurse,
but that was some one else's
dream," mZuri said. "I count
my blessings. To do what you
love to do and be an educator
is very awesome."

HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) — Aproposed ban on teenagers using
commercial tanning beds has
angered business owners and
some parents.
More than 250 residents
have signed a petition against
the proposal, which was introduced last week by a city councilman at the urging of a group
of physicians.
The physicians, including
dermatologistsand radiologists,
argue that excessive exposure
to ultraviolet radiation causes
skin cancer, especially when
people are exposed at an eariy
age. They say the use of tanning
beds by minors should be regulated just as the government

are supervised here."
Debbie Combs, the mother
of a 17-year-old high school student, said she intends to sign
the petition against the proposed law.
"I'm not for someone using
[tanning beds) on an ongoing
daily basis, but 1 can understand
when they're going to a Special
event and they would like to have
a little color," Combs said.
Mayor Don Ryan said he
expects a lot of heated discussions.
This is going to be a really
tough one for the Council and
the city to determine what is
the right course of action," Ryan
said.

"All this is going to do is drive kids to other
communities or into homes where they are
not supervised. They are supervised here."
Beth Young | Owner, Beach Bound
Hamilton, about 25 miles north
of Cincinnati, said there's no
need to change existing state
and city law, which allows
minors to use a tanning facility with written consent from
a parent.
"All this is going to do is drive
kids to other communities or
into homes where they are not
supervised," said Beth Young,
owner of Beach Bound. "They

regulates tobacco and alcohol
use.
City Council could vote on
the proposed ordinance Oct.
25. The California Legislature,
citing a rise in skin cancer cases
across the nation, passed a
law in 2004 that bans children
under age 14 from using tanning booths without a doctor's
prescription.
Tanning salon owners in

VOTE

Japanese leader wants a larger military role

From Page 1
ByHlrokoTibuchl
The Associated Press

TOKYO—Theentire Japanese
Cabinet resigned eariy today
ahead of a vote in parliament
expected to elect nationalist
Shinzo Abe as the new prime
minister with a promise to
create a more assertive nation
and give its military a larger
international role.
But the surge in Japan's
assertiveness coincides with
the spectacular rise of China's
clout in the region — risking
ever greater competition over
resources, political influence
and military stature in an
already unstable region.
Beijing reacted testily to
Abe's landslide victory in last
week's ruling party elections,
issuing a terse statement urging the new leader to improve
frayed bilateral relations.
Despite that, it's still not
clear what effect Abe's rise
will have. His nationalist credentials could give him room
domestically to reach out to
China by shielding him from
charges of weakness from
lapan's increasingly vocal
right.
He's hinted at that already,
publicly acknowledging the

1

Shinzo
Abe
Expected to be
Japan's next prime
minister

need to strengthen ties with
China. A top Abe aide on
Sunday said setting up a meeting with Chinese leader llu
lintao was high on the new
leader's agenda.
Still, elements of Abe's program could complicate the
road to better relations.
Though soft-spoken, Abe
has some bold goals: he promises to raise lapan's international stature and revise the
country's pacifist constitution
to give the military a more
prominent role.
He has also pledged to bring
morepatriotismtoschools.and
boost lapan's military alliance
with the United States — both
sore points with the Chinese,
who feel that Japanese textbooks gloss over Japan's wartime atrocities, and that the
U.S.-Japan alliance is aimed at
containing Beijing.
Those stands have raised
concerns in the region.
"Abe's rhetoric is very dangerous, given China's growing

clout in the region," said Hiro
Katsumata, a research fellow
at the Institute of Defense
and Strategic Studies in
Singapore.
"It could prompt China i"
become coercive, and take a
more hard-line approach,"
Katsumata said. "Today's
China won't back down."
The origins of that standoff
predate Abe. Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi has already
raised Japan's military visibility by dispatching troops to
assist U.S.-led reconstruction
efforts in Iraq and sending
ships to the Indian Ocean to
provide fuel for coalition forces in Afghanistan.
Koizumi also insisted on
paying his respects at Tokyo's
Yasukuni war shrine, which
hasstronglinksto lapan's right
wing, enraging China and
others who say Japanese leaders have not fully atoned for
the country's wartime aggression. Summit-level meetings
between the two countries
have been suspended for over
a year.
Abe has visited the shrine
on many occasions, but has
sh rewdly kept mu m on whet tier he will visit as prime min-

He said the complex has the
potential of bringing in commercial buildings, such as restaurants, to the area,
"I believe that the commercial
development that will go along
with this development is a definite plus for the city of Bowling
Green." Clark said.
Clark urged students and USG
senators to vote for this issue.
Commercial development, he
said, would create jobs for students.
Clark said the apartment complex would also benefit living
conditions as a whole for students
living nlfcampus.
"It s going to increase competition among landlords," he said.
Rcnec Bailey, chief of staff, said
she is against the issue.
"It takes away from the community," she said.
Bailey thinks apartments so far
away would make students feel
less involved allidSI I.
I live far away from campus
and I'm regretting it," she said.
Registration cards are available through the USG office in
the Union until Oct. 10. Students
can also register following
Wednesday's State of the Student
Body Address in the Union Grand
Ballroom at 5:30 p.m.
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SEXTALK: Leigh Ann Wheeler discusses the origins of "Sexual Expression" at the Union yesterday

Professor discusses sex, law and
By Jusica Spin

Reporter
Separating the First Amendment
and sexual expression can be
as difficult as separating homework from school. Or that's at
least what Leigh Ann Wheeler,
associate professor of History
and American Culture Studies at
BGSU seems to believe.
During her discussion, "The
Origins of 'Sexual Expression'"
she said, "It's possible to talk
about the issue of pornography
withouttalkingaboutcensorship.
[Today), there's an inability to talk
about these issues without bri nging in the First Amendment."
Wheeler said there's an inevitable shutdown of conversation
when discussing sexual expression, a term which she said can
include any or all information
inclusive to sexuality.
Freedom of speech and accusations of censorship are used to
close down discussion, she said.
"We don't think of our actions
i n terms of what is legal and what's

"We don't think of our actions in terms of
what is legal and what's not... so why do we
think of sexual expression in legal terms?"
Leigh Ann Wheeler | Associate Professor

not," Wheeler said. "There's very
lew things we think about in legal
terms, so why do we think ol sex
ual expression in legal terms?"
The discussion included her
work on the American Civil
Liberties Union and the First
Amendment from 1920-32. The
ACLU is a group that formed in
the 1920s and still exists today
In the 1920s and 1930s, the group
strove to protect those under the
First Amendment, especially in
the realm of sexual expression.
Because of the ACLU's intention, the group has challenged
women's anti-obscenity efforts,
Wheeler said.
1 he group has been tied with
sexual expression most likely
because of its members, according to Wheeler. Its creators, Roger

Baldwin and Crystal Eastman led
unconventional sex lives that may
have led them to want to protect

sexual expression! she said,
ACLU experienced challenges
in the 1920s with censorship of
sexual expression, Wheeler said.
The government would censor
homosexual plays but did nothing about burlesque shows, the
govern mem wasn't censori ng sex,
it was trying to censor thought.
Scott Martin, chair of the
History Department said he
now understands what sexual
expression means after learning
the history "I the ACLU, "even
though sexual expression is an
inherently fuzzy term."
Vicki Patraka, director of the
Institute lor the Study of Culture
and Society said that Wheeler

more clearly defined sexual
expression by including free
speech, political activity and
birth control.
"I was interested in the way
that she Included theater and
censorship," Patraka said. "That
they would censor some things
in movies but not others."
Rob Buffington, professor of
Latin American History, wondered if sexual expression was
completely political or if it's classified as an artistic expression.
"With sexual expression in
modern society, the link between
political and artistic expression
gets messed up," he said. "We
have become a pornographic
society in that we don't censor
most sexual expression."
Because of the controversial subject matter. Wheeler
said she has often been misinterpreted and has little chance
to discuss her material openly.
When thanked for contributing
her ideas to the forum, Wheeler
said, "thank you for giving me
thespai e."

New scholarship formed in honor of faculty member
By Chriiti. Karner
Reporter

Waking up each morning to the
sounds of the Amazon, or the
sights of another distant land is
possible for all undergraduates at
the University.
Not only is this now possible
without regard to your major but
the opportunity is the "experience
of a lifetime," said Simon-Morgan
Russell, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Applications are now being
accepted for the newly founded
Givens Fellowship, funded by
Chris Dalton, senior vice president
of Finance and Administration,
and his wife Ellen, budget coordinator of College of Musical Arts.
The Stuart R. Ovens Fellowship
is named in honor of Dr. Stuart
R Givens, who was a member of

BGSU's faculty for 45 years and
died in 2004.
"It's a view of education in a
way that Givens saw it, not just
in the classroom,'' said Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
Donald Nieman.
A proposal of what the student
would like to achieve and where
they would like to go, will be the
determining factors in deciding
the two recipients.
An essay will be required in
explaining the student's plans.
Nieman will provide winning
recipients with as much as $6,000.
"This fellowship is in recognition of Dr. Givens, and is something he would have supported.''
Dalton said.
Givens began as coordinator of
student activities before he was
later named the full professor of
the history department. He also

served on the Faculty Senate, was
director of the Canadian Studies
Program and the center for Great
Lakes Research. Additionally, he
wasa University historian.
He also established a chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa on the BGSU
campus in the year 1980, and
served as president.
Ihe Daltons received the idea
for this fellowship from Dr. Robert
.Ulan, a professor at die Uniui si i j
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
The Burch Fellows Program
offered exactly what the
Daltons were looking for and
soon the Givens Fellowship
was established.
In its inaugural year, the scholarship has high hopes for success,
wishing to change the lives of students as we know it.
To quality' for this opportunity,
tlie applicant must be a full-time

undergraduate student in grx>d
academic standing and have at
least two semesters at BGSU completed. There is no GPA requirement for this scholarsliip.
Applications can be found at
www.bgsu.edu/givensfellowship
and are being accepted until the
end of the semester.
A panel of various faculty members from many different areas of
the campus will then decide what
two undergraduates will receive
ilu'lellmvshiri
Winning recipients will be asked
to return for at least two semesters
before graduating and to tell of
their experiences at a dinner.
Russell, known as the goto guy for winning recipients,
reluctantly said, "I'm just waiting for that phone call at 3 in the
morning when someone has
lost their passport."
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techniques for promoting yourself at
job fairs.
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RICHMOND, Va. — The
University of Virginia
announced yesterday that it
will drop its early decision
admissions process, becoming the third prominent university this month to caned
such a program.
The change will apply to
those entering the university
in the fall of 2008, and was
made to level the playing field
for low-income students, wliii
rarely apply for early dei ision.
said John T. Casteen III, the
school president.
Early admissions programs, which are common
at many of the nation's universities, give high school
seniors who apply in the
fall a decision by midDecember — before regular admissions application
deadlines.
In recent weeks, Harvard
and then Princeton — both
private universities —
announced they would end
their respective versions of
early admissions.
Harvard used nonbinding "early action," which still
allowed prospective students to apply elsewhere in
the spring.
Princeton was among
the colleges that have used
binding "early decision,"
which requires applicants to
attend if accepted.
Virginia has had an
early decision program
since the 1960s. Each year,
early decision applicants
make up about 30 percent
of the class entering the
Charlottesville school.
Critics of early admissions contend the programs undermine campus
diversity because poor and
minority students are less
likely to use them
They also say the programs add pressure on
high school seniors to pick
a first-choice college before
they're ready.
But supporters say the
programs reduce anxiety
by giving applicants a way
to finish the process early
in the year.
The
University
of
Delaware also dropped
early decision this year,
and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill did
the same in 2002, although
it maintained a nonbinding
early action program.
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OPINION

"I do not feel responsible for setting a trend towards models who look
anorexic. - Designer Giorgio Armani, from Newsweek.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET When did you get your first credit card?
"I don't have one"

'Technkallv I just
iust
"Technically
got one. and I have
another one I don't
use."

JAZMINE BENNETT.

DANIEL BURNS. Junior.
Russian and International
Studies

Sophomore. Environmental
Studies

"Just this past
summer because
I was coming to
college."

"I don t have one

k

Have your own take on
todays People On The

MARKSWINERTON.
Freshman. Musrcal Theatre

KEONA BAILEY.

Sophomore. IPC

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Of a suggestion for a
question? Give us your
leedbacl at
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Religion is built into
American politics

Won't wearing stripes all The
tune draw attention to us?

"It's unreasonable
to think that the
separation of church
and state will always
There seems to be a lot of talk

aboul religion these days.
Whether it's conflict in the

Not really I only know of one guy who got
caught wearing clothes like this

work and should
always work."

Middle Last, a polilni ill s\\,i\ ing

voters or the recent controvenn
over .i text quoted by the pope,
religion is a hot topic It cannot
lie avoided or Ignored. It's a part
of everyday life.
Religion is particularly prominent in the United States.
The U.S. consists ofa people
of faith. According to a 44-nalinn
survey conducted In the Pew
Global Attitudes Project in 2001.
religion is more important to
people in the U.S. than those in
other industrialized nations.
People care more about religion here than in other countries
and it shows. I low main times
do arguments arise over how
much religion should playa role
in politics? livery day.
Practically eien issue we
debate upon has some kind of
moral base, even ii we do not
realize it.
Take something as simple
as speed limits for example.
We must obey speed limits
because it we exceed them, we
could put others in danger and
possibly hurl them, which is
morally wrong.
Our government legislates
moralityon multiple levels,
which is not a bad thing. This
is not tn suggest that every
Ian we haw right now is moralty upright, hut that every law
should be.
Morality is stemmed from
faith and reason. Faith and reason can compliment each other;
they do not have to contradict
each other.
St IhomasAquinas.famous
philosopher and theologian,
argued thai since both the light
of faith and the light of reason
(i line from God, there is no contradiction between them.
Government should reflect
moral Standards. It already does
in so many ways. And it should
continue to, because il'not. our
society will gravely wound itself.
The problem many Americans
face when it comes to particularly volatile topics such as abortion, euthanasia, embryonic
stem-cell research, same-sex
marriage, the death penalty and
cloning surround the issue of
object ive morality versus subjective morality.
In this age of individualism,
our culture has told us iti.it
doing whatever we want will
make us happy and we can
choose morals suited to our own
liking This is an example of subjective morality. Unfortunately,
many have believed this [mysell
Included) and have had to learn
the hard way.

()l course. I write this from a
position of faith and reason.

Ifwe are to learn hovi to live,
we have to go to the One who
made us.

V person can't attempt to
build a plane without first learning how the maker of the plane
intended it to he built. If you
try to build it on your Own, you
could make a mistake and put
youi self in great danger.
likewise, if the creature
wants to be happy then it has
to get to know the (Ireator and
reach for his standards, which is
objective morality.
When we do something
M mug. we are unhappy, because
our conscience nags at us unt i I
we make it right. And when we
do something right, we experience real happiness and peace
of mind.
It's built into our very being.
In our American society which
places such an emphasis on
faith, reason and government,
there is no wonder why religion
and politics mix.
It's simply part of American
life. Perhaps this is why the
saying "In (iod we trust" is on
our currency.
It's unreasonable to think
that the separation of church
and slate will always work and
should always work.
Some may argue this is pushing religion or morals on another.
But, in everything, motivation
is the key. If someone is being
forceful about a particular stance
on an issue. |usi because he or
she wants to be right or make
others look bad, then that would
be "pushing."
But. if someone is saying
it out of genuine concern in
order to provoke thought,
than that is simply exercising
freedom of speech.
Either way religion and
politics mix whether we like it
or not. And, both deserve Incut most respect.
What else can you expect in a
country filled with people who
care about both politics and
religion? And, isn't democracy
supposed to be representing the
people, anyway?
Just as faith and reason can
compliment each other, so can
church and state. Both have a
common goal to instill order and
ensure the well being of people.

MARTEl WHITE

Students should build credit now

P

a lease for your first apart mint
Not to mention, without
pi ini credit, when you do apply
for a credit card, you'll have to
l>egin with a very low credit
limit and have to work your

AMAND*HOOVER
OPINION EDITOR

way up to a higher one.
One of the most popular stereotypes of the college student
is that we are poor.
Now. don't get me wrong,
it's true. I have two checking accounts and my total

balance is still only Si
(No lie, just ask the folks at
Huntingdon Rank).
So no wonder students in
college get so many credit
card offers in the mail.
Banks aren't stupid, they
know it's tempting.
lust think of how easy it
would be to live day to day
being able to pay for everything by the month. It would
certainly eliminate the need
to carry cash (which lew oncampus residents do, thanks
lo meal plans).
But what University Students
don't realize is if they've never
had a credit card, chances are
they don't have credit.
A few students coming into
college can say they've paid
theirown rent, utility bills,
car payments or phone bills.
Without these payments on
record we are invisible to the
hanking community.
So who cares right?
You should care. Without
credit there is less of a chance
yon will be able lo apply for a
loan without a co-signer.
There is also the possibility
you will need a co-signer to sign

Sent/comments lo Lduen Water at
wjrW96gsueou

There's also the matter of
credit checks. What kind of
payment deal do you think
you will get when you buy
your first dealership car if you
have no credit?
According to theprincetonreview.com, landlords, insurance
companies and even employers run credit checks.
So, contrary to the horror
stories you hear about people
who sink into $50,000 credit
card debt, I recommend you
get one.
Note, however, I said 'one.'
Not six. One credit card managed responsibly can be a
great asset.
One credit card managed
incorrectly can be a devastating blow to your credit rating.
One which you will have to
deal with for pretty much the
rest of your life.
This is why students must
realize that we are adults now
(oh no!), and as such we have
to start learning to deal with all
those pesky day to day issues.

The most prominent of
which is money.
Credit cards are a fairly easy
way to build good credit. With
common sense, they won't be
able to destroy your credit or
your life.
We just have to remember
to be logical about handling
our money.
First, realize many credit

"Credit cards are a
fairly easy way to
build good credit.
With common sense,
they won't be able to
destroy your credit
or your life."
cards come with service fees
and high interest rates. These
are not the kinds of cards recommended for students building credit.
College students should
focus on those cards which
offer a fairly low credit limit
and low interest rate.
What 1 recommend is to get
a low interest rate credit card
and put a small amount on it
every month.
11 n-i I pa\ il oil every month.

It's pretty simple really,
and it can be a great help for
those of us who arc getting
ready to be launched into the
"real" world.
So the next time you see a
credit card offer in the mail,
don't be too hasty to throw it
away. Consider where you will
he in five years. Then consider
if you are responsible enough
to spend within your limits
and pay your bills on time.
If so, then getting a card will
be a great bet for your future.
Sendcormient to Amanda ffcover a
hoaatmQbgsuedu
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A man was bit by a train
Saturday in Bowling
(ireen. according
to a Web exclusive story on
bgnews.com.
In West Virginia, a 34year-old man was killed
by a train on Sunday (The
Stale lournal).
I he same day a young man
in Toronto was rushed lo hospital with sever injuries after
being side-swiped by a train
(CTVTbronto).
On Sept. 10, a 13-year-old
boy was killed by a train in
lostoria (The AdvertiserTribune).
A Walton. KY boy was
hospitalized on Sept. 2 with
train-related injuries (The
(:incinnati Post).
What do all these stories
have in common? None of
the above victims were In a
vehicle.
They were all struck by
trains while walking or lying on
the tracks.
The HO News would like to

remind students to be careful
when in the vicinity of railroad tracks.
It seems redundant to say,
but trains are bigger than us. If
a train hits a person, the train
will win. Every time.
It's sad to see in the past
month, this country has
experienced a half dozen (and
many more which were not
mentioned) injuries or deaths
from train v. person accidents
A main railroad runs right
through the middle of Bowling
Green. We all know it's there.
We hear the train whisties
going off while we're sitting in
class (especially in West I fall).
We shouldn't have to tell
students to be extra cautious
when crossing these tracks.
There aa- lights and signs
at all the intersections. Plus,
trains are loud. You hear
them coming.
An extra note of caution
goes to those off campus
students who park in the commuter lot 4, across the tracks
on the west end of campus
Watching students going
from their cars to the campus
is like watching ants scaner.
IX'spite it large sign asking
all students to cross the tracks
at the railroad crossing few
do. Most just make a becline
to class, crossing wherever
they want.
The BG News would just like
to encourage more caution
among residents and students.
Trains do cross these tracks.
And if they hit you, it's not their
fault. It's yours.

k YOU DECIDE

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras

Students
need to
watch for
trains

WEB EXCLUSIVES
See extras like slide
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more stories.

MULTIMEDIA
Check out the latest poll
question and let your
voice be heard.

Do you think students
not using crosswalks is a
problem? Send an e-mail to
trrenews@fcgnews.com and
tell us what you thank, or post
feedback on our Web site
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privileged club. A stilkv lapan
has threatened lo reduce Its
U.N. dues and demanded that
( flina increase its own conni

From Page 2

Liquids make a
comeback on planes
WASHINGTON (AP) - Passengers
will be able lo carry lotions and gels onto
airliners again after a six-week ban - but
only in tirry containers o( 5 ounces or less
and only if they're in clear zip-top piastre
bags. Starting today, air travelers also will
be able to buy drinks or other liquids or
gels at shops inside airport security checkpoints and carry them on board under
partially relaxed anti-terror rules.

DANCE

islet, thereby silencing — for
now
both pacifists and (he
right wing,
Still, he could soon be hindered by his conservative
views of lapanese history, said
i.u Xijin, professor of international relations al Daito Bunka
University in Tokyo. Abe has
supported revisionist history
textbooks, for instance
"The major obstacle to
lapan's Asia policy has been
differing perceptions of the
past." I.u said. "It would negatively afreet (Tuna-Japan relaiiniis ii Mu1 prioritizes his own

principles.

From Page 1
dents, as well as the hospital.
"it's a great opportunity for
students to help out in thei om
munity," Meyei said. And it's
all about having a good lime."
Schroeder
said
Dance
Marathon allows her to do what
she loves — working with kids.
"There's sue ha range "I things
to get Involved in," she said.
"No matter what your skills are,
what you're good at, what you're
interested in, or what your lime
commitment is. there's always
something you can do."

Editor's note: The next meeting
for students interested in getting
involved in DanceMaralhon tew
lie held on Oct. I in the Union

Ballroom.

Finding common ground
will be difficult also because
what's at slake isn't just bilateral relations, but the countries'
relative standing in the region.

as well cooperation on regional

hot spots like North Korea.
when Pyongyang test-fired
seven missiles in lury, fokyo —
spearheaded by Abe
slapped
Immediate sanctions on the
North and pushed for a punitive
resolution at the ll.\. Security
Council, ( hitta protested thai
lapan was overreacting, and
Tokyo uas finally forced lo set
tie on a weaker resolution
I he spat ai the U.N came
alter China, a veto-yielding,
permanent member of the
Security Council, helped wreck
lapan's hopes of joining thai

button.
Tokyo ami Beijing have also
clashed over who will take (l»
lead in regional eronninii nilr
gration. with lapan pushing lot
a widet lire trade zone stretch
ing from India and Australia to
dilute Beijing's rising economic

power,

And the tun are at odds as
they scramble for energy, wing
over gas and oil resources in
a disputed section nt the East
China Sea, a pipeline from
Siberia in Russia, and secure
passage through the Malacca
straits, thi' narrow Southeast
Asian causeway through which
virtuallyall Middle I astern and
African oil headed to I ast \sla
moves.
"Who gets lo call the slim-.,
politicaih and economically, in
Asia
there's a coming i lash
ol inlerests there." kalsum.iia
said.
Meanwhile, both side- have
been flexing their military muscle. China has announced double-digit spending Increases tot
its i.:> million-member military
nearryever) year since the earl)
1990s
While lapan hasn't increased
spending, the Cabinet last
month endorsed a bill to
upgrade the Defense Agencj to
a lull-Hedged ministry to relied
the growing role of the country's
military.

PHOTO PHOVIOSD

REACHING OUT: In tl

to provided by the Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore Romano. Pope Benedict XVI shakes liands with an

unidentified Muslim diplomat at Castel Gandolfo. Pope Benedict XVIs summer residence outside Rome.

Dope seeks to end animosity
By M»rta Falconi
The Associated Press
CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy
— Seeking to end anger In the
Islamic world over his remarks
on holy war. Pope Benedict xvi
lold Muslim envoys Monday
their two faiths must overcome
historic enmities and together

reject violence, saying the future
of humanity is at stake.
Hie pope also urged "rei i
procity" In religious freedom,
calling for preserving the rights
of Christians throughout the
Islamic world.
"The circumstances which
have given rise to our gathering are well known," Benedict
said, referring to his remarks
On Islam in a Sepl. 12 speech
at Regenshurg University in

(iermany. which set oil protests
around the Muslim world.
I le did not dwell on the contested remarks, in which he
quotedallth-ccnluryHy/'anlmc
emperor as siying: "Show me
just what Muhammad brought
that was new, and there you will
find things only evil and inhuman, such as his command to
spread by the sword the faith he

preached."

Benedict has already expressed
regret lor offending Muslims and
said his remarks dkl not reflect
his personal views, but hchasnol
offered a complete apology as
sot nc I lave sought.
Still, his five-minute address
Monday at a meeting with 22
foreign diplomats and representatives of Italian Muslim organizations — whom the pope greeted one-by-one, clasping tluii

bands warmly — seemed to be
well received by his guests at
his vacation palai e in theAlban

Hills south of Rome,

"The Holy Father slated his
profound respect for Islam. This
Is what vve were expecting," Iraqi
envoy Albert Edward Ismail
Yelda said as he left the TO-niinule meeting. "It is now time to
put what happened behind and
build bridges."
Nearly all the otlx-r envoys kit
without speaking to reporters.nie
cmlxissies of l-gypt and Turkey
said their ambassadors would
have no comment 'lite Iranian,
Indonesian, Lebanese and Libyan
embassies did not answer Iheir

OSU trustees come out against slot machines
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API
Ohio
State University's hoard ol
trustees has come OUt againsl a
proposal that would allow slotmachine gambling in the stale
with part of the proceeds going
toward college scholarships,
II we ate silent, it implies we
support it because we could benefit from it." trustee and Limited
Brands founder LesWexnersaid
on Friday of the Learn and I am
proposal. "I think it's very clcvct
— and bad public policy."
The constitutional amendment, Issue :< on the Nov. 7 ballot, would allow sev en IK use i.u
ing Hacks and two Ireestanding
sites in downtown Cleveland to
operate 31,500 slot machines.

I hiit) percent of the money
laised would he lor scholarships
dial students would earn while
in high school.
Wexnei said the proposal
would give the nine entities
a monopoly. He joked that be
would like to see an amendment allowing only Victoria's
Secret lingerie to be sold in Ohio,
limited brands owns Victoria's
Set ret.
Alter discussing the proposal on I riday, board chairman
Robert Duncan asked whether
anyone objected to drafting a
statement opposing the issue.
No one objected, and Duncan
said the statement would be
written In a subcommittee,

Ibe states Board ol Regents,
which oversees Ohio colleges,
said last week it will studv die
proposal's promise to provide
an estimated $850 million in
scholarships, but it has no plans
lo lake a position on the issue.
regents Chairman Edmund
Adams said.
\ spokeswoman for the campaign said many university
officials and trustees think thev
cannot show public support for
the issue.
"Vet we know that inaiiv people at universities are working
quietly behind the scenes ill
support ol this. I Inda Sietkasaid. She called Ohio States
opposition shortsighted.

phones,
l.ihini lloweidi. a liberal
Islamic writer in Egypt, said that
since the |M>pe did not a[h)logi/e.

protests may continue.
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Former Kent assistant named BGSU softball coach
Shannon
Salsburg
Helped Golden
Flashes win MAC
championship
BG News Sports Staff

VOLLEYBAi;
Swiger wins MAC
East Player of the
Week... again

BGSU softball announced the
hiring i)t a new coach yesterday. Ohio native and Former
Kent State assistant, Shannon
Salsburg, will begin her coaching duties at BG tomorrow.

"I am thrilled K> accept the
head-coaching Job at BGSU,"
Salsburg said. "I am extremely
exdtedto get to campus to begin
working with the student-athletes, and I am looking forward
to what the future holds for the
BGSU softball program."
Salsburg spent the last two seasons mi die stall at Kent State,
helping the Golden flashes to
the Mid-American Conference
East Division — one-half game
ahead oi BGSU
and MAC
ibumameni titles in 2006. KSti
shattered the school and MAC

record for home runs lasl season
with 54.The team ranked Kith in
the nation in mat category
KSU had an overall record
of 33-24 and a league mark of
16-5 last spring. I he Golden
I lashes qualified fen the MAC
Tournament in each of Salsburg's
two seasons at Kent.
"Shannon is a terrific lit and lias
all the ingredients to be sin cessful
and move OUT program forward."
sakl BG Director of Athletics Greg
Christopher. "She competed at
the highest level, has gained a
variety of coaching experiences

to develop her own style and she
also understands the softball
landscape in the Midwest."
Prior to her two seasons at
KSU. Salsburg served three seasons as an assistant coach at the
University of Arkansas, helping the Ita/urhacks post two of
the top three batting averages in
school history during her time in
I ayettevillc. Arkansas advanced
to the Southeastern Conference
tournament as well as to the
NCAA Regional tournament in
2(102. HA set program single-season records in batting average,

homers, slugging percentage
and on-base percentage during
Salsburg's tenure.
Salsburg is already generating enthusiasm for the coming
softball season with her ability
to recruit.
"I am truly excited to welcome
Shannon to our staff," said BG
Associate Athletic Director/Senior
Woman Administrator lanna
Blais. "Her familiarity with our
conference and her contacts in
our region will allow her to make
an immediate impact on the
recruiting front"

Junior Stephanie Swiger
was named the MAC East

Roflow leads
Falcons at
Roy Griak

Player of the Week for
the second week in a row
yesterday, announced the
Mid-American Conference.
Swiger dominated the
competition offensively and
defensively this weekend,

ByD»nWy»r

leading the Falcons to a pair

Reporter

of sweeps over Toledo and

Ball State.

lamie Roflow was the first BGSU
runner to cross the finish line
in the Roy Griak Invitational on
Saturday. But that wasn't enough,
as the BG women's cross country
team finished in a distant 21st
place in Minneapolis, Minn.
"Overall I was pretty pleased
with the way the team competed," said BG coach Cami Wells.
"The Roy Griak meet features
some of the toughest competition in the nation, and I thought
we ran a solid race."
Roflow placed 49th of 288 runners with anoveralltime of 22:31,
ranking her sixth all time on the
BGSU 6K list. Her time was also
the second best in school history
on the Roy Griak course.
"I didn't get out fast enough in
the beginning, I spent the first
part of the race trapped in a large
group of people and it was difficult to move up," Roflow said.
"Personally. I do not feel I did
as well as I could have, and as a
team we feel that we could have
placed higher."
Setting a personal best, yet
again for the Falcons was senior
Kim Settle, who finished 63rd,
14 seconds behind Roflow with
a time of 22:44. A minute later,
Stephanie Hillman crossed the
finish line in 23:44 and freshman Carly Bates set a personal
best for a 6K, finishing with a

OUR CALL
On the way up
The Detroit Tigers: They
clinched a playoff spot for
the first time since
1987 with their win
over Kansas City
Sunday night In
2003. the team nearly set
an MLB record, losing 119
games

On the way down
The Chicago White Sox: It's
a long fall from
the top for Ozzie
Guillen and the
ChiSox. After winning the
World Series last season, the
team was eliminated from
playoff contention when they
lost 14-1 to Cleveland last
night at Jacobs Field.

The List
Odell Thurmans recent runin with the law has brought
to mind some of the biggest
"bad boy" NFL players of the

See WOMEN I Page 7

past couple years:

1. Maurice Clarett:

en's XC runs
against nation's
elite programs

Nothing like a hatchet. AK47. pistol, two loaded shotguns and an opened bottle
of Grey Goose to get the
night started.

2. Odell Thurman:

By Josh Whelherholt

Driving drunk at twice the

Reporter

legal limit and violating the
league's substance abuse

defensive pressure in the second
half, leading to the victory.
1 In- game was a scrappy affair
— pretty typical MAC game but
the bad conditions didn't help,"
Richards said. "We had a super
strike goal by Danielle Cygan right
before halftimc that propelled that
victory. "Again I am very proud of
the w-ay we played in the second
half slowing down NIU, because
they were desperately trying to
get back into the game."
Sunday's home contest
againstWMU was a much more
physical one than Friday. The
I alums dominated the majority
ol the game, and fifteen minutes
into the game, Danielle Cygan
scored a goal off a cross from
Stacey Lucas,
"That goal we scored from
Cygan was probably the best goal

The BGSU men's cross country
team braved the rainy, muddy
conditions as they traveled
over 600 miles to compete in
the Roy Griak Invitational
in Minneapolis, Minn, on
Saturday.
Coach Cami Wells was happy
to get some competition outside of the Mid-American
Conference, as the invitational
featured nine of the top ranked
men's teams in the nation
including Arizona, Kansas and
top-ranked Wisconsin.
"It was nice to run against a lot
of the top teams in the country,"
Wells said.
The men's race also included 10 of the top 50 teams from
last year's Division I NCAA
Championships.
The Falcons were led once
again by Eddie Kipchoge, who
finished with a time of 25:34.30
and a 34th place finish in a
field of over 300 runners. Of the
runners in the Falcons' NCAA
region, Kipchoge finished sixth.
The Falcons were left one runner short of scoring as a team
as Rogers Kipchumba, battling
a virus for the past couple of
weeks, dropped out between the
two and a half and three-mile
markers.
"He's been sick for a couple
weeks," Wells said. "We had
him tested and found his iron
was low, but he's getting better,
so we look forward to having

See SOCCER | Page 7

SeeMEH|Page7

policy. Odell is no stranger to
run-ins with the law

3. Randy Moss:
Whether it's walking off the
field before the game is over,
chewing out his guarterback
on the sidelines or "fake
mooning" a crowd, the name
"Randy Moss" always sparks
viewer interest.

4. Terrell Owens:

MUNDONHEBS I IHfBfiNCWS
IT TAKES TWO: Danielle Cygan (left) celebrate* with Faith Juilletat after Juilletat s goal Sunday afternoon at Cochrane Field in a 2-0 win over Western Michigan

A strong defensive case

Some call him the games
best wide receiver, but ties
left a path of destruction

By Matt Riddle
Reporter

behind him so disastrous
that it is hard to ignore

ilie BGSU women's soccer team

5. Sean Taylor:

the season. The main focus of
their tough early schedule was
to prepare for the start of MidAmerican Conference play, and
this weekend the team found out
it worked well.
lite Falcons beat. Northern
Illinois 1-0 on Friday, and Sunday,
deleated Western Michigan 2-0.
"Starting off the MAC season
2-0 presents great opportunity for
11 s. said BG coach Andy Richards.
"We're at a pretty good place.
We have continually improved
throughout the season.'
The weekend proved to be
a confidence booster for the
Fakons. and die emergence of
Danielle Cygan as an effective
striker was a big part of that.

Entering the league and
being an impact player on
t defense - good.
Driving under the
influence and •
pulling a gun
_^^

-not
good.

has tested themselves early in

"That goal we scored from Cygan was
probably the best goal we have scored as a
team in the past couple seasons."
Andy Richards | BGSU Coach

Cygan scored two goals, including the game-winner against
Northern Illinois.
"Danielle has a tremendous
job staying patient." Richards
said. "She played behind some
great four-year starters — she has
made the l>est of her oppni tuui
ties. She was generally a bench
player the past two seasons, but
started every game this year."
The defense also looked solid,
posting two shutouts. Goalie
Tiffany Hansen was stingy in
the net, playing 90 minutes in
both games.
"We had a great defensive

display in both of the games
this weekend," Richards said.
"You also have to credit the
effectiveness of Tiffany Hansen
behind the net."
The playing conditions were
difficult against NIU. It was a
sloppy midfield battle between
two teams searching for their
first MAC ivin.
BG limited chances to score
throughout the first 45 minutes.
Late in the first half, Cygan scored
on a 25-yard kick to give the
Falcons a 1 -0 advantage.
With momentum in their favor
the Falcons stepped up their
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DUI the latest
off-field problem
for Thurman
By Dan Saw.ll
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Cincinnati
Bengals linebacker Odell
Thurman. already suspended
for violating the Mils substance abuse policy, was
arrested early yesterday on
a drunken driving charge,
police said.
Thurman, with one game
left on a four-game Ml. suspension, registered (i.m percent on a blood-alcohol lest,
more than twice the legal limit
of 0.08 percent, police said. I le
was arrested just after 3 a.m..
police said
Police Capt Dan Gerard
said an officer working near
a Dili checkpoint on the
city's east side saw Thurman
drive a sport utilitv vehicle
across a double yellow line
and slopped him. Thurman
was with two other Bengals,
but police declined to release
their identities.
However, rookie receivei
Reggie McNeal told The
\ssociatcd Press thai be and
receiver Chris Henry were in
die vehicle with Thurman.
Me declined to go into detail

PHOTO WOVIDID
LONELY UP FRONT: Jamie Rollow had a stellar outintj. finishing 49th in a time of
72 51 at tlie Rov Gna* Invitational It was the sixth fastest time in piogiam histoiy

WOMEN
From Page 6
lime of 24:30.
Kara Hut lor was the next
Falcon tn cross tin' finish line
with a time of 25:01, and finishing sixth at 25:08, was Kylie
Komsnack. Bridge) Dalle finished in 2'y.W fur the falcons
and Andrea Pcreira de Almeida
was the final IK", runner to
cross the finish line, setting a
(>K personal best with a time
of 25:42.
Taking the title of the race
and shocking everybody was
nationally unranked University
of California Sama Barbara,
which had three runners in the
top six, including the champion and runner-up.

"The Roy Oriak course was
rolling hills the whole way and
that is something we don't sec
much of throughout the year.
and it gets the team ready to
tackle the All-Ohio course
which is a very hilly and challenging course," Wells said.
BG will have the next two
weeks to prepare for the AllOhio Championships in
Delaware, Ohio on Oct. 6, a
milt in which the Falcons finished fourth last season.
"The All-Ohio is run on an
extremely difficult course and
there are a lot of competitive
runners in it." said Roflow, who
finished fourth in the All-Ohio
Championships last season,
"kike any race. I'm going to give
my best effort and try to place
as high as I can."

CH«ISOMi»n»

iPPHOIO

DOWN AND OUT: Lunpa Bay's Gins Simms kneels on the turf in the fourth quarter during the Buccaneers 26-24 loss to Carolina on
Sunday. Hours after the game. Simms had his spleen removed Former Toledo quarterback Bruce Gadkowski will start in Simms' absence

Simms out, Gradkowski in
By Frod Goodall
The Associated Press

PHOTO movlMD
GLIDE SHOW: Eddie Kipchoge. center, fends oil fellow runners during Saturday's Roy
•lonal at Minneapolis. Minn Kipchoge led BG with a 54th place finish

MEN
From Page 6
him back in a couple weeks

when we race again.
As loi the other runners,
Brad Wells finished second on
the team at 191st with a time
of 27:05.10, iclgar Ramirez fin
islied third at 276th with a time
of 2«:26.45 and Kevin Kaigliin
finished fourth at 296th with a
dme of 293655.
"We were focusing on closing
the gaps between runners, and
I think we're improving in that
as|Mvt, hut we still have some
work to do." Vvells said,
The weathei conditions were

not ideal for the men as it had
been raining for the past two
days, along with live races being
held on the course before the
metis, worsening the muddy
conditions.
"It was really mushy and
muddy, especially in the higher
traffic areas. Wells said.
On a posftfve note, the rolling hills structure of the course
is comparable to the All-Ohio
course in Delaware, Ohio, where
the l-alcons continue competition on Oct 6.
"It was a lot of rolling hills,
but All-Ohio is like that too, so
hopefully that gets them prepared a little bit for that meet.
Wells said.

TAMPA, Ha. — Tampa Bay
quarterback Chris Simms is
out indefinitely after having his
spleen removed. I lowever, the
Buccaneers have not niled out
his playing again this season.
"We're going to do what our
doctors deem is the right thing to
do," coach Ion (Iruclen said yes
terday. adding he visited Simms
in the hospital and found him in
good spirits.
"lie's going to be just fine. ...
Mis football career is in no jeopardy." Gruden added. "There is
a chance he can come back and
pla) this year."
In the meantime, rookie Bruce
(iradkowski. a former University
offoledo star, becomes the staner.
Tim Rangy will be the backup,
and the Bucs will explore signing
a veteran to fill in as the No. I
quarterback until Luke McCown
comes off the physically unable to
perform list.
Simms had his spleen
removed Sunday night after
absorbing several punishing
hits during a 20-24 loss to the

Carolina Panthers, Gruden said
the 26-year-old was examined
repeatedly during the game and
showed no symptoms of being
injured as seriously as he was.
"We checked between run
series. Me was in some pain. Ikdid get hit eariy in the game, .is
a lot of players do, and return to
play "the coach said.
loam physician Dr. loo Diaoo
issued a statement Sunday saying
he antic ipates a full recovery.
It was not clear if Simms was
hurt on a particular play or if the
injury resulted from an accumulation ol blows. (iruclen fell the most
damaging ma) nave occurred
late in the fourth quarter when
(laroUnas Al Wallace hit Simms on
a pass play and landed on top of
tin- quarterback.
Gntdcn thought Wallace should
have been penalized for toughing
the passer.
Simms loft briefly late in the
third quarter, but returned tn lead
a fourth-quarter field goal drive
that gave Tampa Hay a 24-23 lead
with five minutes remaining. He
finished the game, accompanying
teammates to the locker mom on
his own power.
The Bucs did not immedi-

ate!] announce thai Simms was
taken to St. Joseph's Hospital, a
low blocks bom Raymond lames
Stadium, loam officials simply
said he would not be available for
postgame Interviews because he
was with doctors and trainers.
Gruden, meanwhile, said during his nostgaine press conference
that Simms hurt his ribs early in
the game and was also hauling
dehydration.
"I le is hurting right now. there
is no question," Gruden said. I le
loft the game. I don't know thai it
was bei auseol his ribs, dehydration or both."
Simms was replaced by
(iradkowski for the lasi play of
the third quarter and fits) plaj of
the fourth.
Although the Hues said Simms
went to the locker room because
he was cramping the quarterback
didn't appeal to be the same after
being hit at the goal line on a 2yard iiinin that gave lamps Baj
a 21-20 lead with just under six
minutes leit in the third period,
The recuperation time for
a normal person is four to six
weeks, though it's unclear how
long it might take ti i heal enough
to pla; football.

about what happened Neithei
player was charged.
"lusi a misunderstanding," McNeal said, as he leit
Paul Brown Stadium yesterday afternoon.
Thurman was taken to ibe
checkpoint being operated by
police and the State Highway
Patrol, and given a breath test,
Gerard said
Gerard said rhurman was
released to a companion
who was sober to drive him
home. A court appearance
was scheduled for Oct. 2. the
day he is eligible to return to
the team.

If convicted, Thurman could
getatougher sentence because
of the high blood-alcohol level,
patrol Sgl. Ion Payer said Tile
average sentence for a lirsttinH' offender In Ohio is three
days in jail or an alcohol-education program and a S500

One, he said
\ second-round draft
pick oui of Georgia last year,
Thurman led the Bengals in
tackles and had live intercep
dons, helping Cincinnati reach
the playoffs with its lirst win-

nlngrecord since 1990.

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online

www.meccabg.com

SOCCER
From I
we haw scored as a team in the
past couple seasons." Richards
said, "li was a great team effort

and execution."
Ilie l-alcons were not done yet,
as they scored their second goal
in the game 15 minutes later. faith
luilleral scored her first collegiate
goal on a pass from Coibie Yee.
"WMU was a tough opponent,"
Richards said. There was a lot at
stake but we scored two key gods
and kept Ilie confidence level high
and we gol the win."
Up next for the Neons (5-50, 2-0) is a pair of home games
against MAG opponents Ball Slate
and Miami IOIII.
"Next friday we haw a tough
contest against Ball State and
Sunday we have to play a respectable team in Miami," Richards
said. "Both learns are going to be
great competition for us and we're
hoping to continue to get better
and win both games."

Birch Run Golf Club
Orthj 10 Minytei from Camrjiii!

BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST APTS^
Sip today and receive lower rates! >0&

Stuteat ID SpMial:
Weekday 18 Holes with cart
Weekend 18 Holes with cart

Call J1S.JJ7.M411

■ hv taa lima

I lillsdale Apts.

1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm TWnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

. [Shir

"ftftfe

► No Application Fee

] FKE Pool Uot tub
i FREE Tanning
Internet
i FREE fitness (enter
FREE Private Shuttle
No Security Deposit
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball
RESORT STYLE LIVING WITHOUT THE RESORT STYLE PRICE TAG!
The Enclave II
877-8I9-6802
Colleqeparkweb.com
706 Napolron Rd.

/CfEfcCA
.Management Inc.

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

2 miles oft I 75 South «i
North Baltimore on St Hi 18

Management Inc.

Office Hours:
Mon Fri: 8:30am /pm
Sat lOam-ipm
Sun: l/pm-tpm
I

Findlav Pike Apis.
111/113 Findlav Pk
Portage < )h
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Oarage for 1 vehicle
Staring at S475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

Management Inc.
(,r. Iceland
11 irad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm I bath I car garageAir condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown

CA
;emcnt Inc.
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WORLD
BRIEFS
Prominent al-Qaida
terrorist killed by
British forces

Iraqi leaders ready to discuss
alterations to constitution
By Qasilm Abdul Z.hra

them a share of Iraq's oil, which

The Associated Press

is found in the predominantly
Kurdish north and the heavily

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - British forc-

ing ethnic and sectarian groups

es shot and killed a leading al-Qaida

moved

alter he embarrassed the U.S. military
by malting an unprecedented escape
from a maximum security military
prison in Afghanistan, officials said.
Omar al-Faiouq was gunned down

Iliey agreed to break a two-

with

week deadlock after all parties

forming a committee to consider amending the constitution

accepted a Sunni demand that
the parliamentary committee

alter their leaders agreed In delay

be set up discuss amending the

any division of the country Into

constitution

ahead

yesterday

more difficult to establish auton-

ing about amending Iraqi con-

omous teglons,

during a raid on his home in Basra.

stitution, official observances "t

340 nules southeast of Baghdad.

Ramadan were punctuated with

ami

British forces spokesman Maj Charlie

violence around the country.

1 luliiimi s Sunni Arab Accordance

endorsed

by

Adrian

Front which has 44 seats in the

killed Omar al-larouq. a top mili-

275-member parliament, it was

tant leader. Identified by Iraqi offi-

rejected by the hard-liners
"We

reject

any

attempt

to

had escaped from a I I.S. prison in

promote the regions legislation

Mulianistan and returned to Iraq.

or

federalism

because

il

will

pave ihc way for the partition-

in parliament

ing of Iraq," llamid al-Mutlaq, a

1111111111 the constitutional com-

senior official in the Sunni Arab

leadei was dismissed yesterday for

mittee, which will take about a

National Dialogue front, told The

alleged corruption, the highest level

year to review any changes and

Associated Press.

official to be axed m more than a

get them approved.

political leaders

to consolidate his power
Chen bangyu the financial center's
Communist Party secretary, was
also kicked off the party's powerful
Politburo and is under investigation
by its anti-graft watchdog, the Central
Commission for Discipline Inspection,
the official Xinhua News Agency said.

I le added thai his bloc which

Shiite sponsored

has 11 seals in parliament and

federalism hill will he read to the

is run by Saleh al-Mutlaq, was

A separate

legislature today and then debat-

distressed that other groups such

ed for two days before parliament

is the Accordance Front either

breaks for the Iraqi weekend The

helped strike the deal or sup-

legislation would he read again,

ported it.

with any changes made by legislators. Oct I.

I he groups, especially the Iraqi
Vccoidance Front, that helped

A vote would come four days
after the second reading, with the

tin- will ol the Iraqi people bear a
historical responsibility regarding

so-called "Shanghai faction." 59-

passage, n approved, it would be

this issue," he said.

yeai-old Chen is viewed as a political

implemented

rival to Hu. who has been expanding

—in 2tKU( according to the deal

enshrined

an anti-corruption crackdown in the

made hy the parties

approved by Iraqis in a referen-

runup to a key party congress in 2007.

18 months later

Although

federalism
in

is

the constitution

The deal was a * tctory for Sunni

dum a year ago. the right to seek

In Shanghai, party investigators

\rahs, who had been fighting the

amendments to the charter was

are conducting a top-level probe over

federalism bill proposed bj Shiite

a key demand made by Sunni

alleged illicit investments of pension

cleric Alxlel Aziz al-llakim, the

Arabs when ihey agreed to join

funds in real estate and other infra-

leader of the United Iraqi Alliance.

Shiite Prime Minister Nouri al-

structure. Chen is accused of aiding

I hey fear that if not amended, it

Maliki's national unity govern-

illegal businesses, shielding corrupt

will splinter the country and derrj

ineiii in the spring.

mination to fight the corruption that
permeates Chinese public He.

American soldiers annoyed by lack of
cooperation shown by Iraqi military

"No matter who. no matter how
high ranking, if they've violated party
rules or the law. the investigation

The Associated Press

severe." Xinhua said.
Observers said Chen's ouster

BAGHDAD, Iraq —The plan was

showed Hu in firm control ahead of

simple: Iraqi troops would block

next year's 17th Party Congress

escape mutes while U.S. soldiers
searched for weapons house-by-

"[I] suggest we fire
these I As and get
them out of
the way."

hoiise. Hut the Iraqi Hoops didn't

show up on time.
When the) finally did appeal

covered that barriers and concerti-

let do/ens of cars pass through

na wire that were supposed to bol-

checkpoints in eastern Baghdad

ster defensive positions had been

— including an ambulance full of

dragged away — again — under

tinned militiamen. American sol-

the noses of nearby Iraqi soldiers.

it wasn't an Isolated incident.

gel them out of the way." Sheehan,
of lennerstown, Ift., reported to

hailed the performance of Iraqi

senior officers, referring to Iraqi

troops in ihe crackdown on mili-

army troops." [here's nothing we

tias and insurgents in Baghdad.

can do." came tile repk

755Manville,Apt.9
Two bedroom unfurnished apt. Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refundable deposit. Rent 542500 pet
month.deposit 5425.00. For one
person, $490 00 per month, deposit
$490.00 for 2 people Lease to 8/4/07.
244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$135.00 per month until 5/S/07
90S Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people Tenant mows lawn. 5600.00
per monih.Tenant pays utilities.
1745 Urntrick-Shamrock Village
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One car garage. Limit 2
people Excellent Condition. $875.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities
All Available Immediatley
NO PETS!

JOHN NE1VL0VE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

U.S.

soldiers

from

the

4th

Iraqis serving alongside them arc
among the worst they've eva -seen

Squadron, 14th Cavalry Regiment

— seeming more loyal to militias

troops watched from a distance.

than the government

•39 Seventh Street, Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher. $395.00 per month
deposit S 395.00 Lease to 8/4/07
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1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
25
26
29
33
34
36
37
39
40
42
43

Subtle into
Garners
Cyberspace place
Grunted denial
White heron
Smell
God of discord
Xenophobic fear
Short synopsis
Comment in the margin
Hotsy-_
Acacia tree
Sure thing
Acrophobic (ear
For two. m music
Tennessee's streetcar
Drivers' org.
Heron's cousin
Primary color
Invitation replies
Rib
Put the whammy on

46
47
49
51
52
53
57
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

"OB VII" author
Arachnophobic fear
Chicken coop
Clue dir.
Fossil resin
Isolation
Addictive drug
Agoraphobic fear
Joyless
Fisherman's chum
Threefold
Steering mechanism
Do m
On-court stabbing victim
See ya!

blocked the road again while Iraqi
Some Americans

speculated

lliat raises doubts whether the

the missing barriers were dragged

Iraqis can maintain order once the

off to strengthen militia defenses

sec urit\ operation is over and die

in nearby Sadr City, a sprawl-

Americans have left. It also raises

ing Shiite neighborhood that is

broader questions about the train-

a stronghold of anti-U.S. cleric

ing, reliability and loyalty of Iraqi

Muqtada al-Sadr.

troops—who must be competent,

"They've been doing this all

U.S. officials say before America

week. They're working against

can begin pulling out of Iraq.

us," said Sheehan, who resorted

last week, for example, Sgt. 1st

to waking up the senior Iraqi

i lass I nc Sheehan could barely

officer at the checkpoint to com-

contain his frustration when hedis-

plain— futilely.
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a Sunday always has

i£'

a Friday the 13th.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

7 30 9 35

From Only $485!

. AIL THE KING'S MEN IP0-I3I

7 1510 00

On selected floor plans

FLYBOYSlHi-13]

7.001000

• GRIDIRON GANG IP0-UI

7 151000
7:109:50

• Privale entrance

EVERYONE'S HERO |G|

7:30935

• Patio

7:00 9 20

■ Spacious kitchen

THE COVENANT IPG-131
THE WICKER MAN ITO-111
ACCEPTED IPfl-11)

7 00 9 30
7:4510:00

WORLD TRADE CENTER IPC-I3I

7:00945

TALLAOEGA NIGHTS: THE BAH AD OF RICKY
BOBBY iP0-l)|
7 05 9 30
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE ,B.

Wnr///vj 6

MIISHM IIUKMIV, Ul HATS, Ul SlinWSIi.>0
HUDAi Sl-NIIW All SMIS. Ul SH0V\S13.50
SNAKES ON A PLANE (".1
THE ANT BULLY IPGI
MONSTER HOUSE |PG|
LITTLE MAN IPG-131
CLICK IPO-Ill
CARS 10)

FREE HEATWUIlIt' SQIMIII
AMnnatNTO

7-00920'
7.10910 I
7 10910 '
720930
7 00920
7 00920
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Monday-Thursday
9:00am-7:30pm
Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:30pm

Help Wanted

AFTER SCHOOL GROUP LEAOER
Available 6:30am to 6:00pm
Call tor more into Sara Perna
419251-9622. Submit resume to
sperna@ymcatoledo.org

11 am until supply runs out
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

8th Annual Learning Fair. Thurs..
Sept 28th. 930pm-4:30pm BTSU
314. 315, 316 Look lor llyers or see
study skills website lor schedule ot
presentations

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
Exotic Dancers.
No experience needed: will train
Call alter 8pm 1 -877-258-2764

EVERY TUESDAY
MEXICAN FIESTA
Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

Chlllano's Grand Opening
Pizza by me Slice or by the Pie
September 26th 5pm-9pm
CHILY'S CONVENIENCE STORE

N

□mr

t

For Sale

2 tickets OSU vs BG Game.
50 yard line, section 22, Row 6.
$425 each 419-666-1465
Cozy Comforters 100% down
Twin, like new. $40. Full. $60.
419-372-9379

Personals

TUESDAY
HOMESTYLE NIGHT
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE
COMFORT FOODS
4:30 pm - 7:30 pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Wanted
Rmte. wanted Piedmont Apts on the
corner of 8th & High St. Rent: $245
. util For more info call Chris: 419320-6668.

Help Wanted

All positions available Kitchen, wait
staff, etc. Stop in for more info. Red
Lobster 1422 S. Reynolds. Maumee

PART-TIME BARTENDER
Pick up application al
1163 N. Main St.. Eagles Club
Child care wanted after 3 pm M-F
for 3 year old boy. 10-12 hrs/wk.
Contact amahone@bgsu.edu.

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals for the following positions at our Bowling
Green Center:
Responsible for assisting the teacher in the operation of a.m. and'or
p.m. session in compliance with national standards for our Bowling
Green Center. Required HS diploma
or GED with prior experience working with children, infants and toddlers Year Round. Part Time, avg
25 hrs/wk.. $7.50 hr.
Bus Monitor ■ BM.BG/SK
Responsible for assisting in provid
ing safe transportation of children
and families to designated locations.
Required high school diploma or
general education degree (GED). up
to one year expenence anoVor training working with children and adults,
or equivalent combination of education and experience. Seasonal, part
time, avg 20 hrs.'wk. $7.00/hr.
Cantor Substitute - CS.'BG/CT
Responsible for assisting in the operation of Early Childhood programs
for our Fostoria Center. Required
High School Diploma or GED and
Prior experience working with young
children. The position is on-call.
$7.50/hr.
Send resumes by October 6, 2006
to WSOS CAC. Attn: HR - (indicate
position), PO Box 590. Fremont,
Ohio 43420. Affirmative Action Employer - M/F/VefDisab.

La-z-Boy recliner 3 yrs old. green,
contemp style with cupholders and
armrests. $225 firm. 419-352-1245.

For Rent

" Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 Mo
Also units startingl-1-07 & 07-08
S.Y. @cartyrentals com. or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm
1 bdrm apt subls Jan 07 to end of
May. Close to dntn & camp
$350'mo * util. 419-352-0938.
3 bdrm. house, 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. AC. W'D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 & util. 419-353-8208.

Affordable 1 bdrm.. quiet & cozy.living room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo plus electric. 419-654-5716.
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sub'sr ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully furn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD, A/C, central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Available immediately. 419-352-5239.

Come QAeet
the Tuzziesl
Monday 61 Tuesday Sept. 25&26
8-10 p.m. at the Alpha Xi House

Hope to see you there!

5pm ■ 9pm
Monday - Thursday
Meal Plans Accepted
Male has furnished room lor rent
with Ireedom ol house to a clean,
neat, and honest student $200 deposit $250 rent 419-354-6117.

Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

via Securities
FJnancial Network.
Sales Assistant
Duties Include:
■ Otlice Administration
' Reception
•Preparing Presentations
■ Typing Skills and Computer
Knowledge a Musi
Hours: 10 hours per week Flextime
E-mail Resume to:
jpino@wachovialinet com
Fax:419-861 9839 Ann Joseph Pino
Wachovia Securities Financial Network. LLC. Member NASD'SIPC
Wachovia recognizes and values
the diversity ol its employees, customers and business partners
EOE, M/F/D'V

JOIN US FOR DINNER
@ CAMPUS CORNERS

• Pets welcome!

7.20940

42'j-:>8<)i

H

You^JnTve^Tt^You^tore

• Ground floor ranch

THE BLACK DAHLIA («)

1

s

H'I3

bookstore o

Campus Events

■i Day Advance Ticket Sales
JACKASS NUMBERTW0(«|

n

3

S

Help Wanted

A month thai starts with

(.,, lllllll.l.l,

BRMII nr"up»
1 .111 fbr mi."in..11.MI

V

*

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu

'BARTENDING1 up 10 $300day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

ALL STADIUM SEATING
paiflaaor

1
1

v-

.'.

8

Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

lUlt 159 Comer of I-75 and Rl 224
I'll I -

ANSWERS

■

Telephone: 419-372-2851

"(I) suggest we fire these l/Vs and

Senior U.S. commanders haw

But sonic U.S. soldiers say the

APARTMENTS
For Rent

■H

: Sgt 1st Class

the Iraqis ignored U.S. orders and

diers said in recent Interviews,

161 South M.iin Street
Bowling Green

1

SUSHI TUESDAYS
By Antonio Castanada

will be earnest and the punishment

V

iH"

■H'''

419-372-6977

benefit family members Xinhua said.
Chen's case already is being touted

M 1

Wahine's dance
Flapjack chain
Microwave?
Triskaideka-phobic tear
Shot down
Self-image
Display
Part o( a hammerhead
Lead balloon
"Illness as Metaphor" writer
Creative spark
Civil wrong
41 Heliophobic fear
Gaelic tongue
44 Breaks into
More viscous
45 Removes from office
Male swan
48 Delicate
Aft areas
50 Snooze
Defensive stats
With blood the trees 52 Seasick sea serpent
53 Breaks into tears
were all _" (Bierce)
54 October stone
King o( Egypt, 192255 "Star Wars" princess
36
56 Be gutsy
Cab Calloway catch
58 Vicinity
phrase
59 Slant
Le _. France
60 Thompson of -Wit"
Tropical ungulate
Smart-alecky
62 WSW opposite
Form query
Casts out

Classified Ads

colleagues, and abusing his position to

as an example of the party's deter-

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24
26
27

pass this legislation and ignored

bill needing a simple majorit) for

As a senior member of the party's
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al-

British forces reported they had

Shiite, Sunni Aral) and Kurdish

'

Although the deal was struck

cials as an al-Qaida leader who

-

■

'

SHANGHAI China - Shanghai's lop

decade as President Hu Jmtao moves

■

"
"'

Sunni Arabs hope to win an
amendment thai would make ii

inember committee to In-gin talk-

Shanghai's leader
ousted for several
acts of corruption

!

■

■

autonomous states until 2008.
As legislators formed a 27-
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BAGHDAD; Iraq — Iraq's feud-
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any questions please email Christ! M (iii-hcSPbnsu.edu

Simply styling, our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots ol style lor a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time oiler.
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